BOOK REVIEWS/265 DUHAIME, Gérard and Anne GODMAIRE 2002 The conditions of sustainable food security, in G. For a people without a written language until roughly a hundred years ago, Inuit history was oral throughout the period covered in Encounters on the Passage, which, except for chapters on Martin Frobisher and Roald Amundsen, concerns itself mainly with 19th-century exploration. Consequently, Eber set out to determine how, two or more generations later, selected Inuit "remembered" contact with European explorers. In other words, what did the interviewees and their forebears know about-and think about-the big ships and strangely clothed men who broke the isolation of their frigid land, and how was that memory handed down?
Most of the testimony is based on Eber's interviews conducted across Nunavut from Cambridge Bay to Iqaluit during the past 15 years, but she also mined transcripts at the Igloolik Research Centre. The result adds less to history as fact than to history as "stories […] blended together" in Inuit memory (p. xix). Complicating the task is the fact that some of the interviewees had been exposed to accounts published by outside historians. Not surprisingly, few of the accounts exhibit the richness of pre-contact storytelling that gave a special validity to Inuit oral tradition. For example, if Eber had been early enough to hear directly the late Patsy Topilikton's story about the claimed sighting of one of Sir John Franklin's ships at Imnguyaaluk west of King William Written after a decade of close collaboration with Yup'ik elders, Ann FienupRiordan's The Way We Genuinely Live was created with a museum exhibition of the same name at the Yupiit Piciryarait Cultural Center and Museum in Bethel, Alaska (2007) . The book and exhibition feature Yup'ik tools, techniques, and technical knowledge, in relation to what Fienup-Riordan calls "Yup'ik science": the technological, personal, and spiritual relationship of the Yup'ik with their homeland. In this way, descriptions of technology and spirituality-or science and art-are reconciled and harmonised throughout the book and the exhibition.
266/RECENSIONS
In her introduction, Fienup-Riordan explains the guiding principles of Yup'ik science through various anecdotes of her interactions with Yup'ik elders. One such anecdote appropriately sets the tone of the book. At an early stage of her work, FienupRiordan suggested "technology" as the focus of the exhibition. This, in contrast to that of a previous exhibition on Yup'ik masks (Agayuliyararput [Our Way of Making Prayer], 1996) . She was "reminded politely but firmly that Yup'ik tools and technology were also 'our way of making prayer'" (p. 6). The book follows this premise and presents clearly and cleverly the interwoven spiritual and technological aspects of Yup'ik tools. Fienup-Riordan's introduction also provides a brief but
